here has been a steady growth of interest in a range of concepts and techniques in sociology that can be described as spatial. Much of this builds on a large body of work by geographers, and this review will offer some links to that literature. What is distinctive to sociology (and other social sciences) is the application of spatial data, measures, and models to a wider range of substantive questions with roots in other intellectual traditions. Sociologists are less interested in spatial patterns in themselves, and more interested in how they translate into social relations.
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From the perspective of an urban sociologist, I am particularly attuned to the relevance of place to social life. Everything happens somewhere, which means that all action is embedded in place and may be affected by its placement. Abbott (1997 Abbott ( , pp. 1152 tells us that this is a specifically Chicago School insight, "that one cannot understand social life without understanding the arrangements of particular social actors in particular social times and places… Social facts are located." I believe this insight is not unique to the Chicago School. Much of my own research in the last three decades is centered on questions of inequalities between places (Logan 1978) . In the urban political economy tradition every place is socially constructed with a history and a future; where people are placed affects their fortunes and adds structure to their lives; place-based interests are at the heart of much collective and political action (Logan and Molotch 1987) . Nevertheless for the purpose of this essay, the key concept is not place but space. And by space, I mean specifically location. Spatial thinking is about where things are or where they happen, and it is especially about where they are in relation to others. There is an implicit spatial reference in almost all studies of places. What is distinctive in the last decade is that space is being introduced more explicitly and more systematically.
In another review of spatial social science, Voss (2007) argues that traditional demography through the mid-20 th Century was "spatial" in the sense that it was the study of ecological units like cities and counties. A shift of focus to individuals and individual-level processes (associated with increased availability of data at this level) pulled demography away from its spatial origins until the advent of multi-level modeling gave us methods to distinguish between processes at the individual and aggregate levels. This point of view seems to suggest that counties are spatial but people are not. I disagree. Counties and other areal units have place attributes that we certainly want to know about. If "where" is a certain residential district, we want to know whether that district is a blue-stocking neighborhood or a ghetto. But my view is that from a spatial perspective we want to know more (e.g., where is it in relation to other places, is it near the
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Logan-2 center city or out in the suburbs, is it close to a transit line, how long does it take to get to the daycare center, what else is in the vicinity?). Concepts that are critical to spatial thinkingdistance, proximity, exposure, and access -are all rooted in relative locations. And questions of location are equally spatial regardless of whether the unit of analysis is a person, a firm, or a city.
One more observation will help to define what I mean by "location." By now the widespread use of satellite-based geographic positioning systems (GPS) has made us very aware of location as a set of geographic coordinates. And indeed coordinate systems have always been crucial to systematic mapping. GIS maps that make it possible to visualize spatial patterns and to make the measurements required for spatial analysis absolutely rely on measuring longitude and latitude.
Sometimes "location" refers to these points or to locations that can be represented by them-the location of a school or worksite, a crime incident, a riot, a case of measles. Perhaps more often it refers to a larger territory. We use terms like neighborhood or zone to identify a location that is not a single point or address on a map. Such terms seem natural, they are convenient, and they are necessary to spatial thinking. These remarks lead to a definition of spatial social science. Spatial thinking is the consideration of the relative locations of social phenomena, the causes of the locational pattern, and its consequences. It encompasses phenomena whose locations can be thought of as discrete points as well as larger territories, and in the latter case, it requires that we consider questions that are posed as strictly geographical, like whether and where territories are bounded.
2011 Specialist Meeting-Future Directions in Spatial Demography In fact, like most questions of method and measurement, the underlying issues are not technical but substantive. This is why as often as possible I use the term spatial thinking rather than spatial analysis. Although some leading geographers have sought to build from Geographical Information Systems toward GIScience (Goodchild 2004 ) as a distinct discipline, most scholars' interest in space is how to incorporate it usefully into their own research agenda. We can profit as much from seeing how others are thinking about space as we can from the advanced tools that are being made available from GIS and spatial statistics.
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